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A Dutch Supreme Tax Court decision will 
boost entirely new Dutch conduit structures

Advertisement Feature

The issue
If a Dutch legal entity does business abroad in the form of 
a permanent establishment (branch offi ce), that legal entity 
becomes the tax payer in the foreign country: it will have to fi le 
a corporate income tax return  in its own name for its activities 
in that other country.

If this entity is a  subsidiary of another Dutch entity, it may 
fi le for tax consolidation with its parent company in the 
Netherlands. The Dutch tax consolidation rules differ markedly 
from the tax consolidation rules in most other countries: if 
tax consolidation is granted, the Dutch corporate income tax 
act says that the subsidiary will no longer exist for corporate 
income tax purposes: its assets and liabilities are – for the 
application of all Dutch corporation tax articles – deemed to 
have become assets and liabilities of its parent company. The 
subsidiary no longer exists, which implies that any agreements 
it has entered into with its parent company do not exist either: 
one cannot enter into an agreement with oneself, regardless of 
the subject.

If a Dutch entity fi les such a request in the Netherlands, this 
has no effect on its foreign branch offi ce: in the country of 
the branch, the foreign  tax payer with the obligation to fi le a 
local tax return for its branch  will continue to be the Dutch 
subsidiary.

The end result is that in the Netherlands  one corporate income 
tax return is fi led for Parent BV (which includes all tax aspects 
of Subsidiary BV) whilst abroad, a corporate income tax return 
is fi led only by Subsidiary BV. The question then arises: will this 
apparent entity mismatch lead to tax problems and / or to tax 
opportunities?

The Supreme Tax Court’s decision, in combination with a series 
of changes to the Dutch corporation tax act, allows for major 
tax opportunities for Dutch but also for non-Dutch multinational 
enterprises, doing business outside the Netherlands.

If a non-Dutch multinational does business outside the 
Netherlands but via the Netherlands (as a so-called ‘’stepping 
stone’’ country, the Dutch entities involved are called ‘’conduit 
entities’’. These have been around in their tens of thousands 
after the Dutch corporation tax act of 1969 was published, an 

act which’’ basic provisions, despite some fi ne tuning at later 
stages, still apply and will continue to apply for the foreseeable 
future.

What types of companies can benefi t?
The Supreme Court’s verdict  can be used – to their vast 
fi nancial benefi t – by all multinational enterprises world wide, 
by setting up a Dutch company structure which operates 
via permanent establishments (the tax term for a branch 
offi ce) outside the Netherlands. So an Australian multinational 
enterprise  seeking to do business in Spain is a good candidate, 
but also a German multinational which seeks to do business in 
the USA. There really is no limitation. Tax payers are of course 
free to chose whether they operate the foreign parts of their 
business as branch offi ces or as subsidiary companies. Some 
legal forms even lead ‘’automatically” to foreign branch offi ces, 
such as the SE (Societas Europeae). This opens up a whole 
new world of international tax planning!

Two examples
1. Sales
Multinational enterprise XYZ Corp. (USA owned) operates 
sales subsidiaries in all major countries in Europe. It has 
been considering, for a new line of products for which 
profi t expectations are very good, to set up a so-called 
‘’commissionaire’’ structure: the sales entities will become 
‘’low risk’’ entities and one central European entity will become 
the ‘’principal’’ in the structure which assumes (i.e. absorbs) a 
number of business risks of the sales subsidiaries, say:
a) Inventory risk;
b) Bad debtors risk;
c) Currency risks
d) Risks for which external insurance is available.

XYZ Corp. should in my view consider to set up a Dutch 
intermediate holding company (A BV) which sets up a 
100% Dutch subsidiary (B BV). B BV signs an extended  
commissionaire agreement with A BV so the risks under 
a) thru d) are transferred to A BV. Subsequently, B BV sets 
up the European sales business in the form of permanent 
establishments in each major European country.

If tax planning has been properly implemented in all aspects in 
all countries, the effect will be the following: the sales branches 

The Dutch Supreme Tax Court has recently cast a verdict in a case which has been under 
litigation for  over a decade. The case at hand was technically not very complex, but Dutch 
national tax law confl icted with Dutch international tax law (tax treaty provisions) on the 
subject of the Dutch tax consolidation rules. 
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will report substantially reduced taxable profi ts, compared to  
when they would have been ‘’full fl edged’’ sales organizations 
which assume all the regular business risks which have now 
been transferred to A BV. After all, international transfer pricing 
principles demand that A BV gets a proper reward for all the 
risks it assumes!

With a commissionaire structure, taxable profi ts of the sales 
entities are ‘’creamed off’’ substantially, to the benefi t of the 
Principal.

But according to the decision of the Dutch supreme tax court, 
A BV will be exempt from Dutch corporation tax on all income 
which arises from the commissionaire agreement it has entered 
into with B BV, because B BV ‘’does not exist’’ so there can be 
no agreement whatsoever, on whatever subject between A BV 
and B BV. 

2. Operational Leases of equipment
Another multinational enterprise, JKL AG from Switzerland, is a 
service provider to the offshore industry. It offers various kinds 
of services for which is has to employ very expensive ‘’special 
purpose’’ machinery, such as vessels, cranes, pipe layers etc. 
etc.

IKL AG is looking for a way to reduce the tax on its word wide 
profi ts. In the past, income was shifted to the extent possible 

back to the Swiss headquarters but transfer pricing pressure 
has rendered this technique outdated. What else is there to 
try, to save  a few million Swiss francs of corporate income 
tax, every year? In my view they should also consider setting 
up a Dutch ‘’sandwich’’ structure, whereby the equipment 
is contributed as capital from the AG to the top BV which 
then leases it operationally to the Dutch subsidiary BV, which 
exploits it via branch offi ces in the countries of operations. Also 
in this case, the operational lease fees will be tax deductible 
abroad under the tax treaties with the Netherlands, whilst 
the leasing income does not constitute taxable income in the 
Netherlands......

The above are just two examples. Many other types of business 
can achieve similar results. Multinationals which operate abroad 
in a production environment whereby intangibles from the 
parent company are used (those intangibles could be licensed 
between the two Dutch BV entiies), are eligible, but also real 
estate developers (equity can be turned into debt between two 
Dutch group entities). The international shipping business is 
invited to contact us (bare boat charters); there is no limitation 
and the tax advantages are quite signifi cant.

The best part of this news is of course that cases like this have 
already been litigated to the bottom  and will not be litigated 
again. Also the risk of a change in law is absent: the law has 
already been changed, to the benefi t of the tax payer. 
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